Introduction: The HIV Modes of Transmission (MOT) model estimates the annual fraction of new HIV infections (FNI) acquired by different risk groups. It was designed to guide country-specific HIV prevention policies. To determine if the MOT produced context-specific recommendations, we analyzed MOT results by region and epidemic type, and explored the factors (e.g. data used to estimate parameter inputs, adherence to guidelines) influencing the differences. Methods: We systematically searched MEDLINE, EMBASE and UNAIDS reports, and contacted UNAIDS country directors for published MOT results from MOT inception (2003) to 25 September 2012. Results: We retrieved four journal articles and 20 UNAIDS reports covering 29 countries. In 13 countries, the largest FNI (range 26 to 63%) was acquired by the low-risk group and increased with low-risk population size. The FNI among female sex workers (FSWs) remained low (median 1.3%, range 0.04 to 14.4%), with little variability by region and epidemic type despite variability in sexual behaviour. In India and Thailand, where FSWs play an important role in transmission, the FNI among FSWs was 2 and 4%, respectively. In contrast, the FNI among men who have sex with men (MSM) varied across regions (range 0.1 to 89%) and increased with MSM population size. The FNI among people who inject drugs (PWID, range 0 to 82%) was largest in early-phase epidemics with low overall HIV prevalence. Most MOT studies were conducted and reported as per guidelines but data quality remains an issue. Conclusions: Although countries are generally performing the MOT as per guidelines, there is little variation in the FNI (except among MSM and PWID) by region and epidemic type. Homogeneity in MOT FNI for FSWs, clients and low-risk groups may limit the utility of MOT for guiding country-specific interventions in heterosexual HIV epidemics.
Introduction
In 2002, the HIV Modes of Transmission (MOT) model was developed to help inform and focus country-specific HIV prevention policies [1, 2] . The MOT Á a simple, static, mathematical model Á divides the adult population into the following mutually exclusive risk groups: female sex workers (FSW); clients; men who have sex with men (MSM); people who inject drugs (PWID); individuals with casual partners; those at lower risk (i.e. in monogamous partnerships); and the partners of these different risk groups [3] . Parameterization of the model requires data on population sizes, HIV and sexually transmitted infection (STI) prevalence, and sexual behaviour of each risk group to estimate the HIV incidence, and the annual fraction of new HIV infections (FNI) acquired by each risk group. The FNI, which is the main outcome derived with the MOT, is the estimated fraction of all new HIV infections among adults that is acquired by one specific risk group in one year. The MOT results are usually used as part of the wider UNAIDS' ''Know your epidemic, Know your response'' synthesis to help allocate HIV prevention resources to the most afflicted risk groups. Before the MOT, the numerical proxy method was often used to help allocate prevention resources. The numerical proxy classifies epidemics as ''low-level'' or ''concentrated'' if HIV prevalence remains below 1% in the general population, and remains below or exceeds 5% in a high-risk group, respectively. An epidemic is ''generalized'' if HIV prevalence among the general population exceeds 1%. With this framework, it is recommended to focus on high-risk groups in concentrated and low-level epidemics, and to target ''all segments of society'' in generalized epidemics [4, 5] .
Although the MOT was designed to improve on the numerical proxy method by quantifying the relative importance of each risk group to the local HIV epidemic [1, 2] , concerns have been raised about its utility and its ability to identify the most relevant risk groups for prevention, even in concentrated epidemics [6] . The MOT has been particularly criticized for failing to capture the importance of commercial sex on HIV transmission because of its structural simplicity, variable availability and quality of the data parameterizing the model, and others [7] . Given these concerns, guidelines were published by the HIV Modelling Consortium in 2012 to help improve the use and reporting of the MOT [7] .
The objectives of our study are to summarize the MOT syntheses across settings. Our systematic, analytic review adds substantially to the narrative review published by Gouws et al. [8] by exploring the sources of variability in MOT results (i.e. by input parameters) across regions and epidemic types, and by evaluating the quality of the MOT studies, as per updated guidelines [7] . In particular, this review assesses the importance of key parameters that reflect behaviour and epidemic setting characteristics on FNI estimates. We also assess the added value of using the largest FNI from the MOT over the numerical proxy method by comparing the potential recommendations that would be or were derived with each method. Our results help determine if the recent guidelines are likely to improve the results of future MOT syntheses, and the utility of the MOT as a tool to inform country-specific HIV intervention programmes.
Methods
Search strategy and study selection We searched the peer-reviewed and grey literature in four stages, conducted according to the criteria of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses group [9] . First, we systematically searched Medline (via PubMed) and EMBASE (via OVID) from 1 January 2003 to 25 September 2012 for published journal articles reporting MOT results using relevant key words (Supplementary file). Titles and abstracts were screened for exclusion followed by fulltext review of the remaining studies for inclusion. Second, we compiled a list of UNAIDS countries, and searched websites including UNAIDS, The World Bank, PASCA (Central America HIV/AIDS Prevention Program), and HIV/AIDS Data Hub for Asia and Pacific to identify available UNAIDS MOT reports. For countries without a publically available report, we emailed its UNAIDS country director(s) or the generic UNAIDS ''country reporting'' team to request the MOT report if one had been conducted. Third, we consulted an ''expert panel'' (one representative each from The World Bank Global AIDS Program, UNAIDS and Imperial College London, who had been involved in the construction and/or support of the MOT synthesis) to help identify and locate additional and potentially eligible studies. Finally, bibliographies of relevant articles were screened.
Eligibility criteria
We included MOT studies conducted at the national level. Where multiple MOT syntheses were available for the same country, that is, peer-reviewed and/or UNAIDS reports, we included the most recent one unless two successive MOT analyses were conducted within two years. In these cases, we assessed the quality of both studies but only included the study that provided the most complete quantitative information required for our data analysis.
Data extraction and analysis
Data was extracted by one investigator (ZS) and verified by another investigator (JV). The quantitative outcomes extracted included the FNI and input parameters on 1) the epidemic setting (HIV prevalence and population size), and 2) behavioural characteristics (annual number of partners, frequency of sex acts and fraction of protected acts), for FSWs, clients, MSM, PWID and the low-risk heterosexual group. We also extracted data on transmission probabilities in the absence of STIs, the prevalence of STI among the aforementioned risk groups and the STI cofactor (the factor by which transmission probabilities are increased in the presence of STI). Where multiple FNI estimates were presented in a study as part of a sensitivity analysis, we extracted the primary estimates and associated input parameters that were reported by the authors of the study (e.g. overall incidence estimates better matching those obtained by a dynamic model). For each risk group, using an approach previously used elsewhere [10, 11] , univariate linear regression was used to explore the sources of heterogeneity across FNI estimates due to parameter inputs (as continuous variables) and due to epidemic types Á using the reported HIV prevalence among the low-risk group to define a dichotomous, categorical variable (HIV prevalence B1% 0low-level and concentrated epidemics, ]1%0generalized epidemics). For each risk group, we also used multivariate linear regression to assess whether transmission probabilities in the absence of STI, STI prevalence, and STI cofactor could help explain the heterogeneity in FNI between different countries. We present the key associations (i.e. parameters that helped explain the greatest FNI variability) in the main results section and full results in Supplementary file. The analyses were conducted using STATA version 12.0.
MOT study quality was assessed by examining how the MOT was conducted, appraised, and reported, using the eight key recommendations from the 2012 guidelines [7] (Table 1) . The minimum conditions are not specified in the guidelines. The new EPI-MOT tool [12] has subsequently become available, designed to help countries decide whether the data they have is sufficient to proceed with MOT. We extracted information on whether this tool had been used by countries. Aware that this tool has only recently become available, we retrospectively applied the EPI-MOT to studies, where possible, to find out the number of studies that would have met these ''minimum conditions'' had the tool been used. ). Fourteen MOT analyses were also not included because they had not been completed, published and approved, or the published report was not located despite attempts to contact the respective country team (Supplementary file). All search results and included studies are presented in Figure 1 and Table 2 , respectively.
Variability in the FNI among high-risk groups across regions and epidemic types
The FNI for high-risk groups by region are shown in Figure 2 . The FNI among FSWs was highest in Morocco (FNI 014.4%), Sierra Leone (13.7%) and El Salvador (7.8%) compared to 4% or less (median 1.3%) in the remaining 23 countries, including India (2.2%) and Thailand (4.0%), where FSWs play an important role in HIV transmission [36, 37] . Similarly, the FNI among clients was highest in Sierra Leone, Morocco, El Salvador and Benin with 25.6, 23.8, 15.3, and 14.0%, respectively, and varied between 0 and 10.5% (median 4.6%) across the remaining 22 countries. Overall, the FNI was generally higher among MSM (median 7%) than FSWs (median 1.3%) and clients (median 5%), especially in Latin America and the Caribbean (median MSM 38.2%), and the Philippines (MSM 89.2%). The FNI among PWID was relatively low and homogenous across countries (median 1.5%, range 0 to 14.1%), except Indonesia, Iran and Russia, where it was very high (82.0, 61.0, and 56.0%, respectively). However, Indonesia's and Russia's MOT (part of Pisani's study [1] ) did not include infections from the low-risk group in their denominator of the total number of HIV infections meaning that the estimated contribution of PWID will be larger than other countries. These estimates, therefore, may not be directly comparable with countries that did include the lowrisk group. Figure 3a and 3b shows the FNI among FSWs and clients, and among MSM and PWID, ranked by the reported HIV prevalence in the low-risk group, respectively.
We have used the assumed HIV prevalence among the low-risk group to categorize studies ( B1% 0low-level and concentrated epidemics, ]1% 0generalized epidemics). Although Pisani's 2002 MOT study (Indonesia, Russia, Honduras and Cambodia) did not include a low-risk group, we used the HIV prevalence among pregnant women or the low range adult HIV prevalence as a ''proxy'' for epidemic type for illustrative purposes only; these values are not used for the regression analyses. *denotes that FSW and client FNI are combined. The error bounds relate to the sensitivity (Figure 4) .
In all studies (excluding two studies not reporting this information [1, 34] ), the population size of PWID was universally small (median 0.05%, range 0.0 to 1.3% of the total population), and rather homogeneous between concentrated (median 0.06%) and generalized (median 0.05%) epidemics. Despite the small population size of PWID, however, we observed a relatively large FNI among PWID in some concentrated epidemic settings. The FNI among PWID was positively correlated with the HIV prevalence ratio of PWID to the lowrisk group (R 2 00.81, p50.001), which explained much of the variability across epidemic types. For example, in Iran and India, with the third and fourth largest FNI among PWID (56 and 14%), the assumed HIV prevalence among PWID (15.0 and 9.2%) was nearly 400 and 30 times that of the low-risk population (0.04 and 0.3%), respectively. In contrast, the smallest FNI among PWID were observed in countries such as Swaziland and Zimbabwe, where the HIV prevalence in PWID was assumed to be lower than in the low-risk group (HIV prevalence ratios of 0.8, 0.9, respectively). Indonesia and Russia had the two largest FNI among PWID because the low-risk population was excluded from the model, which is the equivalent of setting the HIV prevalence in the low-risk group to zero.
There was little variability between MOT studies in terms of the transmission probabilities in the absence of STI and the STI cofactor (ranges provided in Supplementary file), with most countries using the built-in MOT default values. Where sensitivity or uncertainty analysis is conducted, the minimum and maximum estimates are provided.
Where such analyses were not conducted only the estimate is provided (nc0not conducted); These parameters as well as STI prevalence, the number of partners per year, and the number of acts per partner per year did not explain the variability between country MOT outputs (Supplementary file).
Sources of heterogeneity in the FNI among the low-risk group Twenty-two out of twenty-five MOT studies that included a low-risk group in their MOT model estimated that the lowrisk group was one of the three risk groups with the largest FNI (low-risk group median FNI 30.2%, range 11.8 to 62.9%) (data not shown). In 13 countries, the largest FNI was acquired by the low-risk group ( largest risk group with a median population of 36.8% of the adult population, was positively correlated with their population size, particularly in generalized epidemics (R 2 00.47) ( Figure 5 ).
Qualitative assessment
The results of the MOT quality assessments (as per recommendations described in Table 1 ) are summarized in Table 3 . All UNAIDS country MOT reports but only one (1/4) MOT journal article [13] synthesized and triangulated multiple data sources (Recommendation 1). Three country studies (3/30) performed a systematic review to inform MOT parameters [15, 16, 27] , and six studies (6/30) detailed their comprehensive search strategy [20,22Á26] . Most UNAIDS reports adequately described the MOT exercise as a ''process'' [16,19,20,22Á26,29Á33] (13/22) (Recommendation 2), acknowledging data limitations, particularly for high-risk groups (Supplementary file), and recommending enhanced surveillance and additional epidemiological research to address the identified key data gaps (Tables 2 and 3 , and Supplementary file).
Although 16 UNAIDS MOT reports considered other subgroups as potentially important to their local epidemics, most (11/16) did not alter the model because of data limitations, and, thus, adopted the recommended ''bottom-up'' approach (Recommendation 4). Five countries (5/30) customized the MOT model to local settings [20, 21, 28, 29, 32] by adding additional or disaggregating groups. For example, the Philippines disaggregated FSWs into registered and freelance sex workers [28] . Uganda undertook an additional sub-analysis examining age and sex distributions of infections among individuals practising casual and monogamous sex [24] .
Thirteen MOT studies [2,16Á20,22Á25,27,31] (13/30) attempted to validate their results (Recommendation 5) by comparing the MOT's total annual number of new infections to estimates from a dynamic model such as Spectrum [42] or the Asian Epidemic Model [43] ; the MOT estimates tended to be lower than Spectrum's (Supplementary file). Other studies validated the MOT results by comparing either the MOT's estimates of overall prevalence in the adult population to those of Spectrum's [15] or the MOT's estimates of overall incidence in the adult population to those obtained from the Demographic Health Survey [14] or national surveillance data and the HIV Registry [28] . The West Africa multi-country report [34] used national country-specific data that provided a ''plausibility range'' of the total annual number of new infections among adults, and allowed only those parameter combinations that resulted in a number falling within this range. Although the MOT framework includes built-in ''checks'' that ensure that inputted parameters balance (e.g. the total number of commercial acts carried out by all FSWs must match the total number of commercial acts carried out by all male clients), this does not guarantee that these input parameters are plausible. In Sierra Leone's MOT study [20] , for example, each client was assumed to perform almost three commercial acts with a FSW per day in order to matchup FSW and client data. A similarly high number of visits to FSWs was assumed in El Salvador's [30] analysis, which was one commercial act with a FSW every three days.
Despite mentioning the need to establish the ''minimum conditions'' before conducting the MOT, these conditions are not specified in the guidelines [7] (Recommendation 6). However, UNAIDS introduced the EPI-MOT [12] tool in 2012 to help countries decide if sufficient data is available to conduct a MOT synthesis. The first stage of the EPI-MOT assesses data availability for all parameters for high-risk groups, those practising casual sex and those in monogamous partnerships. A country ''passes'' stage 1 if there is enough data to inform 50% of MOT parameters, with greater importance given to population size and HIV prevalence (these parameters are given double the weight compared to other parameters). Stage 2 assesses the quality of the available data. Recent, regional and representative data of the population modelled, for example, are considered of good quality. To date, only one country has used and successfully passed the EPI-MOT [32] . Thus, we retrospectively applied stage 1 to all 17 country reports that reported whether data was available for the required MOT parameters [13Á20,23,25,27Á 33], and found that all studies would have ''passed'' this first stage. Due to inconsistent reporting of the data sources and the use of data from unpublished or grey literature we were unable to retrospectively apply stage 2 of the EPI-MOT. However, many studies reported the use of data of sub-optimal quality (e.g. outdated non-regional estimates or based on expert opinion only), particularly for high-risk groups [15, 16,18Á20,22Á31,33,34] (Recommendation 3) . In order to better appreciate the utility of the EPI-MOT, we performed a variety of EPI-MOT ''mock'' exercises and found that countries could meet the EPI-MOT's ''minimum conditions'' even if no empirical data on the population size and HIV prevalence of all risk groups was available, relying solely on assumptions instead. This is despite these parameters having twice the weight of other parameters because a country only needs to gain 50% of the overall marks to pass Part 1 of the EPI-MOT (which is possible without information on population size and HIV prevalence). Although some countries have postponed the MOT because of insufficient data (Belarus, Namibia and Uzbekistan), it is unclear if this was based on EPI-MOT results. Guyana's and Panama's MOT country teams did, however, utilize the EPI-MOT and decided to postpone their studies because of data limitations (personal communication, J. Vesga, and [35]).
Twenty country studies performed a sensitivity or uncertainty analysis to parameter assumptions (20/30), and 17 reported this uncertainty in the presentation of results (Table 3 and Supplementary file). None ''strengthened'' their uncertainty analysis by examining the influence of potential correlations between parameters or of structural assumption (Recommendation 7).
All MOT studies correctly interpreted the MOT results as the one-year percentage distribution or FNI rather than as the source of these new HIV infections [44] (i.e. drivers of transmission) (Recommendation 8). Eight country studies (8/30) discussed epidemic ''drivers'' in their MOT reports but not exclusively related to the MOT FNI [16,20,22Á24,26,27,31] , with Lesotho, Sierra Leone, Swaziland, Uganda and Zimbabwe, including contextual, social or structural factors that increase the risk of HIV transmission into their discussion of epidemic ''drivers'' [20,22Á24,26] . Jamaica calculated the number of secondary HIV cases from all infected individuals within each risk group to identify the epidemic ''drivers'' of transmission [31] . The Republic of Moldova identified their PWID population as being the key ''driver'' of the HIV epidemic not based on the FNI but because PWID had the highest HIV prevalence [27] . Morocco identified high-risk groups as the epidemic ''drivers'' despite the low-risk group acquiring the largest FNI [16] .
Reports' recommendations on resource allocation following the MOT synthesis Twenty-one MOT syntheses (21/30) made specific recommendations on the type of interventions to implement and where to focus efforts based on their epidemiological review and the FNI. Eight countries did not specify which specific risk-group should be prioritized but suggested that prevention resources should be aligned with the FNI (Table 1) . In most countries (n 020), recommendations by the MOT authors on which risk groups (high-risk, general population, or both) should be prioritized for prevention were the same risk groups that were deemed not important in the local context. This was not defined as a customisation but rather the application of the basic model with the population size of the relevant group set to zero; MS0multiple sources; R1ÁR80recommendations 1 to 8 based on Case et al. guidelines [7] ; SA 0sensitivity analysis; SR 0systematic review; UA0uncertainty analysis.
as those that would have been reached using the simpler numerical proxy method. For example, in Morocco, a lowlevel epidemic setting, the low-risk group had the largest FNI. However, the authors recommended focusing prevention on all high-risk groups, in line with recommendations advocated if using the numerical proxy method. In Sierra Leone's generalized epidemic, the authors made key recommendations on nearly 20 groups including those not evaluated in the MOT, which is also in line with recommendations that would be derived using the numerical proxy method, that is, focus on ''all segments of society.''
Discussion
The MOT was designed to help focus country-specific HIV prevention policies [2] . We conducted a systematic and analytic review of national MOT studies to assess the utility of the MOT. We found that the FNI among MSM and PWID varied between regions or epidemic types. However, the FNI among FSWs and clients was homogeneously low across most regions and epidemic types, and among the low-risk population was large in most countries. Most MOTs are being conducted and reported as per guidelines but data quality remains an issue. Our results also suggest that the MOT is not necessarily more informative than the numerical proxy method. Our findings raise some concerns about the utility of the FNI for allocating HIV prevention resources.
The universally low FNI among FSWs was partly explained by assumptions of high condom use across studies, likely because of existing prevention efforts among FSWs and their clients [34] . A large FNI among PWID was restricted to concentrated epidemics, where HIV prevalence among PWID was much larger than in the low-risk group. In many countries, including those with low-level or concentrated epidemics, the largest FNI was among the low-risk population. If the FNI is used to guide the allocation of prevention resources, there is a risk that resources could be re-allocated to the large lowrisk group and away from high-risk groups who are more likely ''driving'' the epidemic. This is less cost-effective and could potentially reverse the positive impact of existing interventions.
Using the FNI in combination with the HIV incidence rate estimates among risk groups may reduce potential misinterpretation about the practical implications of large FNI estimates among the low-risk population, particularly in low-level and concentrated epidemics. Refining the model structure may also help reduce concerns about the underestimation of the contribution of high-risk groups to the local HIV epidemic. Indeed, a recent study by Prudden et al. [45] , suggested that the FNI acquired by high-risk groups was more than double of that estimated by the original MOT when the low-risk population are disaggregated into monogamous sero-discordant and sero-concordant couples, and the latter re-categorized as ''very low-risk'' (i.e. not contributing any new infections). This essentially amounted to reducing the size of the low-risk population and the denominator of total infections, similar to Pisani's MOT study [1] .
The correlation between the FNI acquired by MSM and the low-risk population and their respective population size highlights the sensitivity of the FNI to population size. The population size of the low-risk group in the MOT is derived by subtracting the sum of the population sizes of all other risk groups from 100%, underscoring the need for reliable population size data for all risk groups. Importantly, this suggests that high-risk populations such as MSM, who are often hidden and their size underestimated, may be underrepresented by the MOT.
The majority of MOT studies acknowledged data limitations, particularly for high-risk groups. The EPI-MOT tool [12] may help countries decide if the available data are sufficient to conduct an MOT, and to identify data gaps. We found that all MOT studies on which we retrospectively applied Part 1 of the EPI-MOT ''passed'' this first part. Nevertheless, the EPI-MOT criteria were found to be insufficient to ''fail'' a country at stage 1 even without data on the population sizes and HIV prevalence of all risk groups. It is advised to postpone the MOT if a country fails the EPI-MOT. Yet if a country passes the EPI-MOT it does not necessarily mean that their data is adequate as shown in the Sierra Leone MOT [20] which assumed implausible number of FSW visits by clients in order to equalize the number of client acts to FSW acts, due to the assumed small client population. Prudden et al. noted that Nigeria's Cross River State regional MOT study had not equalized the sex acts between one population sub-group and their partners [45] . We recommend that the EPI-MOT minimum conditions be revised and validated to establish sufficiently sensitive and specific criteria that ultimately improve the use and interpretation of MOT results.
Although many MOT studies tried to validate their results, this only involved validating total population HIV incidence or prevalence. To improve FNI estimates, efforts should be made to also validate HIV incidence estimates by risk group, and to include a mechanism for assessing the plausibility of key parameter values. The MOT should, as far as possible, be calibrated and the data triangulated and contextualized. However, with a model like the MOT, there is a limit to the amount of validation that can be done and what can be fitted, unlike transmission dynamic models that can make use of more time series data, for example.
MOT analyses reporting varied between studies. Some did not provide a complete list of input parameters thus precluding them from our quantitative analyses. Future MOT studies should report all parameters, their sources and their justifications, as per good HIV epidemiology modelling practice [46] . All UNAIDS country reports triangulated data while only journal article (1/4) did so.
Another ''weakness'' of the MOTs to date is the limits of the uncertainty analyses. The built-in sensitivity analysis tool does not easily allow the user to take into account potential correlations between parameters or to assess the sensitivity of the results to structural assumptions, particularly for those less experienced in modelling. Although we advocate the use of uncertainty estimates when reporting MOT results, when uncertainty estimate ranges are relatively large, as in the example of Moldova's MOT study, the results will be imprecise and thus potentially uninformative. This large uncertainty in MOT results will be largely due to poor quality data used to parameterize the model. In such cases, it may be wise to postpone the MOT until better quality data is available rather than attempt to interpret the results for the allocation of HIV prevention interventions.
We found that many countries highlighted multiple or all risk groups to be the focus of HIV prevention resources. Although this may be a necessary political strategy, advocating the focus of resources on ''all segments of society'' does not necessarily coincide with the original objectives of the MOT, that is, to help guide country-specific and focused allocation of HIV prevention resources.
We found that in most countries, recommendations by the authors on which risk groups should be prioritized for prevention were often similar to those that would have been made using the simpler and highly criticized numerical proxy method. Nevertheless, we are not advocating returning to the numerical proxy method. Instead we recommend that the modelling be improved, producing valid recommendations. An improved model would address some of the limitations identified with the MOT model [7, 13, 44, 45, 47] . The FNI provides short-term estimates on who is acquiring infection rather than long-term estimates on who is contributing the most to transmission. Thus, the FNI should not be interpreted as the ''source'' of HIV infections [44] . Furthermore, the short-term static nature of the model does not allow the tracking of infections. For example, those that are categorized as low-risk may have acquired their infection a few years previously when they were sex workers. Indeed, both the numerical proxy method and the MOT have been shown to underestimate the contribution of the epidemic drivers [13, 47] . Having different models for different epidemic types may be a potential option; though this would not be entirely satisfactory as it would require to first determine the true epidemic type in order to determine which model would be appropriate to use for subsequent analysis [47] . This is slightly paradoxical because determining the epidemic type requires that the epidemic drivers are known; this is the information that we want to derive from our modelling tool. Ideally, a carefully calibrated dynamic model should be used because it has the ability to produce estimates of the FNI and to define the drivers of the epidemic and the epidemic type, taking into account the long-term contribution of transmission.
Conclusions
Although countries are generally performing the MOT as per recent guidelines, results showed little variation in MOT results (except MSM and PWID) by regions and epidemic types. Homogeneity in MOT outputs for FSWs, clients and the low-risk population may limit the utility of MOT for guiding country-specific interventions in heterosexual HIV epidemics. Although the new EPI-MOT tool may be a useful tool to improve data quality, it is recommended that its minimum conditions for proceeding with a MOT exercise be revised.
